Chapter Highlight: Central Florida Professionals Pre-Classic Networking Mixer

Please join the NSBE Central Florida Professionals Chapter for their Pre-Classic Networking Mixer. This event will be held on Wed., Nov. 19th. Portion of all proceeds will go towards NSBE CFP’s Scholarship and PCI Fund. This event will be held at 183 S Orange Avenue Downtown Orlando, FL 407.985.KASA.

FRC PCI Competition Winners

Region III, let’s congratulate our FRC PCI 1st place competition winners: Mathcounts-Univ. of AL Tuscaloosa NSBE Jr, TMAL (Lower Division)-Central AL NSBE Jr, TMAL (Upper Division)-Chamblee High School NSBE Jr. These teams will be traveling to California to represent the region. To sponsor contact PCI.

November Monthly Question for PCI Students

Write a 3 second sound bite about your NSBE experience. Remember that a good sound bit informs the reader of the 3 key facts about the topic. Submit your responses to r3pebpci@nsbe.org. The top three will be recognized in a future NSBE publication.

NSBE CKY Professionals Host 4th Annual AWF E!

On Oct. 11, the NSBE CKY Professionals hosted their 4th Annual AWF E. They distributed bags with college prep materials. Info about NSBE Jr. was provided in hopes of encouraging our youth to be more engaged in the idea of STEM fields. For the full article and pictures visit skynsbe and our Facebook.

Future Engineers of America Visit University of Alabama

Future Engineers of America, NSBE Birmingham’s Pre-College Initiative Program, visited the University of Alabama on Thurs. Oct. 2nd. Students visited the College of Engineering. There they explored the rewarding opportunities available within the fields of engineering and computer science.